Lachlan River Flood
Resilience Plan
- A 10 YEAR PLAN OF ACTIVITY 2020-2030

Document Summary
Key Points – Flood damage and building resilience
This plan summaries the results of a survey of the river and environmental impacts observed. The
impacts are associated with damage from the May 2018 flood and general land management of the
area. The object of the plan is to provide information on how to increase the flood resilience of the
Lachlan River. Some issues are big picture problems, and some are very specific. The plan provides
information for landholders and for government audiences who will potentially support works
associated with improving the resilience of the Lachlan River.

Key Impacts from the 2018 Flood
•
•
•
•

Infrastructure loss and damage – bridges, roads, gardens and agricultural infrastructure
impacted
Bank erosion and channel movement – concentrated around constructed flood walls, bridges
and instream crack willow infestations
Woody debris and debris accumulation points – large amounts of debris in inaccessible areas
upstream from New Norfolk
Weed invasion – willows, Elisha’s tears and Blue periwinkle

Actions for private land
•
•
•
•
•
•

Control willows on your property
Know your weeds and control them on your property
Work with your neighbours to improve resilience to flood events
Understand the impact of river works on you and your neighbours property
Avoid planting poplars on riverbanks and coppice existing poplars
Restore the banks to native vegetation and include deep rooted species

Support for actions
•
•
•
•

Contact the Derwent Catchment Project for support with restoration and advice on weed
control
Collaborate with neighbours to attract grant funding to remove willows
Watch the flood recovery package information
The Derwent Catchment Project will use these plans to lobby and attract funding for river
management.

Matching surveys and flood resilience plans have been developed for the other Derwent Valley
waterways that were impacted by the May 2018 flood – the Glen Dhu Rivulet and Sorell Creek. The
Lachlan River was one of the worst impacted waterways with a high degree of damage to public and
private infrastructure and environmental impacts. The key vulnerability of this river to future flood
events is the damage associated with the crack willow infestation.
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1. Introduction
The May 2018 flood on the Lachlan River resulted from a large rain event on the Wellington Range,
which saw over 200mm of rain fall in less than in 24 hrs. The flood damaged bridges, roads, houses
with the loss of livestock, fences, irrigation infrastructure and large sections of riverbank. The impacts
of this flood were increased by the degraded state of the river which is dominated by willow
infestation and riverbanks lacking the protection of native vegetation.
The Lachlan River is the main waterway that drains water from a subcatchment of 10,615 ha into the
Derwent River. It collects water from White Timber Plains, the northern slopes of Mt Patrick and
Mount Marian (Wellington Range) and eastern slopes of Mt Lloyd and directs this water down
towards the township of New Norfolk. While this river beings in the intact native vegetation of the
Wellington Range, over 70% of its length is through the modified landscape that has been cleared and
developed for agriculture.
Floods of this size are often referred to as to as 1 in 100-year events, and while this is how the
probability of them occurring has been traditionally explained, they have a 1% chance of occurring in
any given year, more than one flood event of this size can occur within the next 100 years. With
climate predictions suggesting more frequent extreme rainfall events for eastern Tasmania, it is
possible that other floods of this size will occur in the Lachlan River within the coming decades. It is
for these future flood events that building the flood resilience of the river is important, as many of the
impacts of the recent flood will be made much worse if best practice restoration works are not
undertaken.
The overall objective of this plan is to identify what needs to be done to increase the resilience of the
Lachlan River to reduce the impacts of future flood events. This has been done by:
•
•

Identifying areas of erosion, weed invasion and debris blockages; and
Developing an action plan for long term river recovery and resilience works.

Summary point text boxes are used to highlight the most important issues with the aim of increasing
the readability of the plan.
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2. Flood Impacts
This section discusses the main flood impacts and highlights damage incurred during the flood event.
This is done to provide context across the whole system and to highlight issues which require
attention and often remediation.

Key Points
The main flood impacts observed along the Lachlan River are:
•
•

•
•

•

Damage to public and private infrastructure especially bridges, roads and fences;
Bank erosion with both loss of large sections of riverbank, undercutting riverbank
vegetation and deposition of bank material downstream. The areas with the largest
amount if deposition of bank material was concentrated at bridges;
Movement of the river channel was observed with the longest sections of channelling
seen in areas with instream infestations of crack willow;
There were a number of large debris piles remaining after the clean-up efforts from the
2018 floods. These piles are dominated by crack willow branches and trunks and the
majority in areas that were difficult to access due to the steepness of the riverbanks. Only
one of these piles was an instream debris raft that was restricting water flow and
causing stagnant water to pool; and
Spread of weeds including Crack willow, Elisha’s tears, blue periwinkle and blackberry.

2.1. Infrastructure
In developed catchments the infrastructure associated with human use of rivers and flood plains
leaves them particularly vulnerable to flood impacts. This infrastructure includes roads, bridges,
culverts, pumps and other irrigation infrastructure. In paddocks on flood plains there are also fences
and, in some areas, rivers have been straightened and the riverbanks have been built up to form flood
banks to prevent inundation of paddocks and other infrastructure in high flow events.
Along the Lachlan River there are ten bridges (Fig 1) of which 6 were damaged during the 2018 flood.
Repairs had been completed for all damaged bridges except one (7. Lachlan Road) for which full
replacement was underway at time of the flood survey. There are also 20 named roads that come
within 100m of the Lachlan River and are therefore vulnerable to flooding.
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Figure 1 Map of the main public infrastructure associated with the Lachlan River.
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2.2. Erosion
Erosion is a dynamic and natural process where the soil, gravel and rocks that form riverbanks and
beds are worn by water movement as rivers meander across their floodplains. However, human
influence through catchment development, regulation of water flows, removal of large wood, and
clearing of riverbank vegetation, can greatly increase the rate of bank erosion and stimulate
movements in the river channels. Riverbank vegetation plays a critical role in stabilising the sediments
that form waterways. Living plants and large woody debris, such as fallen logs, slow water flow and
reduce its erosive power, while the roots of trees and other vegetation hold riverbanks in place.
Erosion is also caused by activities that interfere directly with waterways, such as straightening or
deepening channels for flood control, building dams, bridges or crossings and uncontrolled livestock
access. During major flood events, river systems that have been highly modified are more fragile to
extreme erosion events such as major bank collapse and changes to river channels.

2.3. Bank erosion
Bank erosion can be extreme during flood events with whole sections of bank washing away to be
deposited downstream. Tree roots serve to minimise the loss of riverbanks through erosion in flood
events as they bind the bank together. This protection extends to the level which the roots penetrate
the bank, with undercut erosion often occurring under shallower rooted species.
After the 2018 floods on the Lachlan River, bank erosion was observed at 47 sites of the river. Bank
erosion included both loss of large sections of bank (Fig 2 A) and undercutting riverbank vegetation
(Fig 2 B). Evidence of large deposition of bank material downstream from bank erosion was
concentrated at bridges (Fig 3). It is likely that there was deposition at bridges closer to New Norfolk
that has been cleaned-up post flood so was not noted in this survey that was undertaken as part of
this plan.

Bank loss

Undercut
(A)

(B)

Figure 2 A and B. Bank erosion (A) and undercut of riverbed vegetation consisting of crack willow and
blue periwinkle (B).
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Deposition of bank material

Figure 3 Deposition of bank material associated with bridges.

2.4. Channel migration
The movement of river flow through channel migration is a natural process and results from the river
breaking it banks during the increased flow from flood events. In developed catchments where flood
plains are utilised for agricultural and contain residential dwellings which are serviced by roads and
bridges, the movement of river channels cause damage to infrastructure and assets and can dissect
paddocks. Instream blockages can increase the likelihood of rivers breaking their banks during floods
and directing the water to form new channels which can result in permeant change in the direction of
flow.
After the 2018 floods on the Lachlan River, channelling was observed in 14 sites along the river (Fig 4).
The five longest sections of channelling were all observed in conjunction with instream infestations of
crack willow.
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Instream willow
Past river channel

New channel

Figure 4 New river channels formed around instream infestations of crack willow.

2.5. Debris
Woody debris within rivers and on riverbanks is an important structural element of health waterways,
forming habitat for animals such as platypus, fish and aquatic invertebrates, slowing the movement of
water and reducing erosion. In the waterways of cleared catchments debris can build up to a greater
extent, due to the absence of vegetation to trap debris before it reaches the river from large cleared
areas. In highly modified waterways, the large debris piles that form during flood events cause
damage to infrastructure. Flood debris in modified systems are often a mix of woody debris, damaged
fences and remnants of other damaged infrastructure. These large, mixed debris piles can present
hazards during flood clean up with sharp objects in contaminated water and intermingled with
objects that can pose threats to human health e.g. dead livestock.
The large woody debris plies that form in cleared catchments are often a mix of fallen native and
introduced trees, and in waterways with crack willow infestation such as the Lachlan River, it is often
this species that contributes most of the debris. Large debris piles are likely to become an issue in
future floods as they are at risk of being transported further downstream and causing more damage
to infrastructure. They also increase restoration costs, as they need to be removed when they restrict
or divert river flows and to gain access to repair areas with bank erosion and other flood damage. If
left in place when near dwellings, the debris piles can pose a fire risk as they dry out.
In the survey of the Lachlan River in June-July 2019, there were 27 major debris piles remaining after
the clean-up efforts from the 2018 floods. Most of the larger piles were in areas that were difficult to
access due to the steepness of the riverbanks. Only one of these piles was an instream debris raft that
was restricting water flow (Fig 5) and causing stagnant water to pool.
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Log jam
Log jam

Figure 5 Single log jam on the Lachlan River with instream debris and crack willow growing within the
debris.

2.6. Spread of weeds
There were five declared weed species observed along the Lachlan river: crack willow, English broom,
Californian thistle, Elisha’s tears and fennel. There were also several environmental weeds including
foxglove, sweet briar, blue periwinkle, bluebell creeper, caper spurge, hawthorn, holly, cotoneaster,
elderflower, hemlock, radiata pine, cumbungi and montbretia.
The declared weeds of particular concern are crack willow and Elisha’s tears. Willows exacerbate
flood impacts as the major contributor to woody debris and their association with channel migration
(further discussed in the systems vulnerabilities section). They were observed along the majority of
the Lachlan River, on the tributaries entering the river and in former channels of the river between
Bridges 5 and 6 (Illa Brook and Moores Rd; Fig 6.).
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Figure 6 Map of instream willow infestations on Lachlan River
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Elisha’s tears is the only Zone A declared weed observed
which is restricted to localised infestations in the Derwent
Valley. Elisha’s tears (Fig 7) were only observed in three sites
along the river and should be a priority for weed control.
Elisha’s tears are problematic near waterways as they can
invade undisturbed areas by forming dense thickets that
smother native vegetation and prevent its regeneration.
Mature plants reproduce by seed, stem layering and stem
sections giving the potential to be spread during flooding.
Blue periwinkle (Fig 8) and blackberry form the groundcover
of large sections of the riverbank of the Lachlan River and are
both found from the Timbs Rd Bridge to the entrance of the
Lachlan into the Derwent River. Blue periwinkle is much
more difficult to control than blackberry, thus large
infestations present a long-term, intractable, weed burden
on the river. Blue periwinkle typically spreads from gardens,
Figure 7 Elisha’s tears in flower.
roadsides and waste places, by producing new roots at the
nodes of individual stems which allows new plants to arise. This growing habit allows the plant to
quickly dominate the understorey and exclude a variety of native plant species. It grows particularly
vigorously in wet areas especially riverbanks. The plant is poisonous.
For more information on the identification and control of the weeds listed in this plan, you can visit
the invasive species weeds section on the Department of Primary Industries, Parks, Water and
Environment website at: https://dpipwe.tas.gov.au/invasive-species/weeds.

Figure 8 Blue periwinkle forming the ground cover on a section of the banks of the Lachlan River. Inset:
Blue periwinkle in flower.
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3. System vulnerabilities
This section discusses the management issues and characteristics which create system vulnerabilities.
These are primarily related to willow infestation and bank modifications.

Key Points
The key vulnerabilities of the Lachlan River to future flood events are:
•

•
•

•

A single log jam and extensive instream crack willow infestations slow water flow,
divert the river and causing channelling and broadening of the river channel during
flood events;
Flood walls and bridges increase bank erosion with the largest sections of erosion
clustered around before and after these modifications to the riverbanks;
Other activities increasing the vulnerability of riverbanks to erosion in future flood
events are burning piles of debris on banks directly on riverbanks and rebuilding
eroded riverbanks with fill; and
In some areas aging poplar plantings are the only riverbank vegetation, and when
they fall they can destabilise the banks, trap willow debris and cause the formation of
log jams.

3.1. Willow Infestation
Crack willows are major contributing factor to the debris resulting from the 2018 floods on the
Lachlan River. Willows are shallow rooted, grow in stream channels and produce long overhanging
branches which encourage the collection of silt and debris. Through their growth habit they can divert
watercourses and channels becomes wider and shallower.
In flood events willow trunks and branches readily break and are dislodged by flood water which
allows them to spread throughout river systems. As a result of the 2018 flood many sections of crack
willow infestation along the Lachlan River contain partially uprooted trees which are now resprouting
from an entire fallen trunk or large branch (Fig 9). This considerably increases the area to trap
additional debris accumulation and formation of instream debris rafts during future flood events. The
presence of flood damaged crack willow tree along the majority of the Lachlan River significantly
increases the vulnerability of this waterway to future flood events.
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Fallen resprouting willow

Figure 9 Fallen crack willow resprouting with growing limbs in stream

3.2. River modifications
There are a range of modifications observed on
the Lachlan River including bridges, roads on
directly on steep riverbanks, the construction of
flood walls to protect paddocks from flooding,
construction of river access and storm water
drains. All of these modifications have the
potential to impact on the movement of water
during flood events. Most of the larger areas of
bank erosion observed during the survey were
clustered around before and after flood walls
and bridges.
The survey revealed flood walls constructed
along 10 sections of the river, with the longest
900 m long. Most flood walls were historic;
however, construction of new flood walls was
also observed (Fig 10). The observed flood wall
also appeared to be associated with historic
channel straightening. While flood walls can
protect the adjacent paddocks from inundation
during medium level flood events, they also
concentrate and speed up the force of the
water increasing erosion and deposition
downstream. The presence of flood walls, which

Constructed flood wall

Figure 10 Flood walls constructed to prevent
inundation of paddocks.
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often create artificially steep banks, increases
the difficultly of riverbank restoration works
such as willow and debris removal,
revegetation and other bank stabilisation
works.
Windbreaks of poplars are a common feature
of the Derwent Valley landscape. They were
Fallen poplar
found to be associated with flood walls on all
three of the Derwent Valley waterways
In stream willows
surveyed, and in many cases are the only
vegetation on these modified banks. These
fast-growing trees were traditionally managed
by coppicing to avoid the risk of ageing trucks
falling on farm assets and to encourage
growth of young vigorous trunks. Many of
these plantings are now unmanaged, aging
and presenting safety risks. In areas were
these aging trees are the only creekbank
Figure 11 A fallen poplar with an instream crack
vegetation they can destabilise banks when
willow establishing directly downstream.
they fall. When they fall into the waterways
they have the potential to trap willow debris and stimulate the formation of log jams (Fig 11). As
many of these plantings are of an old age and are decreasing in vigour, they pose a vulnerability to the
river in future flood events if left unmanaged. It seems that landholders are discouraged from actively
managing or removing these trees when they pose safety risk due to the belief that they are heritage
listed. They do not appear on any State or local government heritage lists and there is no restrictions
on landholder managing these plantings on their land.

In stream willows

Figure 12 Willows establishing on an instream island of deposited material downstream from the
Hobart Rd Bridge
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While bridges are often the most valued
and vulnerable infrastructure during
extreme flood events, they also contribute
to flood damage to the river. The
riverbank before and after bridges is
especially vulnerable to erosion and
deposition of bank material from further
upstream. Bridges funnel water during
flood events, acting both as barriers that
collect debris and eroded bank material
and concentrating the flow of water under
their spans increasing the force of water
on the riverbanks. The bridges at Williams
Rd, Hydehurst Rd and Moores Rd all have
large amounts of deposited material
associated with them (Fig 3). Below the
Hobart Rd Bridge instream willows are
establishing on a small island of deposited
material immediately downstream of the
middle pylon (Fig 12; Bridge number 10.).

Figure 13 Rebuilding eroded riverbanks with fill.

Other activities observed during the survey that increase the vulnerability of the Lachlan River to
future flood events include burning piles of debris on banks directly on riverbanks and landholders
rebuild eroded riverbanks with fill (Fig 13 ).
On the other surveyed waterways construction of access points was also observed. These activities
can be undertaken with an intent to repair flood impacts; however, they serve to further destabilise
riverbanks making them vulnerable in future flood events as described below:
•
•
•

Constructing access points: cutting into creek banks and forming flat areas removes
vegetation and exposes banks to the force of flood waters;
Burning debris on banks: The heat created while burning debris directly on riverbanks breaks
down soil structure and weaken riverbanks; and
Rebuilding eroded banks using fill: Placing fill directly on banks will significantly add to
sedimentation of the creek in high flow events and is not a stable substrate to repair eroded
banks without revegetation.

4. Other environmental issues
4.1 Point source pollution
During the river survey 13 sites that had the potential to pollute the river were observed. These
included dumping of rubbish (fly tipping) down riverbanks, wastewater pipes directing grey water into
the river (Fig 14) and intensive animal enclosures directly on riverbanks. Fly tipping is occurring on
both public and private land along the river, with a number of sites having freshly dumped rubbish. It
is likely that all of these activities are acting as point source pollution and introducing additional
nutrients, sediment and other contaminates into the river.
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5. Restoration and river resilience
The key objective of this plan is to identify ways to improve river resilience to floods. This section
addresses how to improve resilience in the context of the current condition and issues identified as
part of survey.

Key Points
•
•

•
•

•

The highest priority is willow control in areas with log jams and removal of instream
willows;
Willow control methods will include:
o drill and fill in areas with limited access and good native vegetation and;
o machine removal (with cut and paste and retention of stumps) in areas with
good access and little native vegetation;
All accessible debris should be piled off the riverbank and burned during autumn in low
fire danger conditions as a registered burn with the Tasmanian Fire Service;
Bank stabilisation is typically best achieved through revegetation. Other stabilisation
methods such as rock works and battering should not be undertaken without expert
advice and a permit for works; and
Significant improvements in the flood resilience of the Lachlan River can be achieved for
an estimated $1.26 million. This is a 10 year plan to ensure long-term resilience is
achieved.

5.1 Willow Control
The recent event has cleaned the streams out and removed large areas of willow. This has created an
opportunity to control the remaining willows and to address long-term streambank resilience at a
relativity low cost. During the river survey this work was prioritised and costed (Table 1) for the
current condition of the willows. Once the fallen willows fully resprout and small instream willows
grow to their full height the costs for these works will increase substantially.
The following criteria have been used to prioritise willow control works:
1. Log jams and instream willow infestations have the largest impact on flood resilience of the
river, by slowing water flow, diverting the river and causing channelling and eventual
widening of the river channel. Therefore, areas with in-stream willow infestations are the
highest priority for control works.
2. An exception to the classification used for priority 1 is the section between bridges 7-8.
(Lachlan Rd-Humphries St) where there are extensive instream willow infestations. This
section is extremely difficult to access due to the terrain and there is no ability to remove
debris. This section of instream willows is of medium priority due to the increased costs
associated with access. It is however still a priority as this section will continue to act as a
source of willow debris upstream from the infrastructure in New Norfolk until control works
are undertaken. Debris will remain an issue after drill and fill works but only with a limited
time span of 5-10 years rather than indefinitely.
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3. The lowest priority areas for willow removal are these that do not contain instream willows.
Willow eradiation is the best option for improving the long-term resilience of the Lachlan River and
the actions required to achieve this are outline in Section 6. For the most effective willow eradication
program willow removal would start at the most upstream willows and work down the river, however
as the instream willows and log jams pose the biggest issue for flood resilience, these should be
tackled as a priority.
The planning for control efforts has applied a reach-based approach using the bridges to define the
reaches (Table 1). Control work will commence on high priority areas in upstream reaches and work
progressively downstream. This will be followed by tackling medium then lower priority infestation in
the same downstream progression.
The willow control methods that will be used include drill and fill in areas with limited access and
good native vegetation cover and machine removal, with cut and paste and retention of stumps, in
areas with good access and little native vegetation. During machine removal of willows, cut trunks
and branches will be piled off riverbank and burned during autumn in low fire danger conditions as a
registered burn with the Tasmanian Fire Service to prevent it being moved down river in future highwater events. The costings in Table 1 include removal of existing debris caught in willows, except for
sections between 7-8. Lachlan Rd-Humphries St where there is limited access and no room to extract
and process debris. This section will be treated using drill and fill and the resulting dead willows will
be left standing and will remain a source of willow debris for the next 5-10 years.
Table 1 Estimated primary willow control costs for the Lachlan River.
River section between bridges
Before Timbs Rd Bridge
1-2. Timbs Rd - Lachlan Rd.
2-3. Lachlan Rd – Williams Rd
3-4. Williams Rd - Hydehurst Rd
4-5. Hydehurst Rd- Illa Brook Rd.
5-6. Illa Brook Rd – Moores Rd.
6-7. Moores Rd - Lachlan Rd.
7-8. Lachlan Rd-Humphries St
8-9. Humphries St- The Avenue
9.-10. The Avenue – Hobart Rd
Hobart Rd Bridge – Derwent River
Tributaries and old channels

Total Cost ($)

Costs ($) for
highest
priority works

Costs ($) for
medium
priority works

2,000
5,640
2,750
5,0000
500

19,200

5,000
2,000

66,090

19,200

Costs ($) for
lowest
priority

Total Cost
($)

200
13,580
40,340
24,400
17,060
76,560
3,140
112,610
13,280
8,700
8,240
100,000

200
15,580
45,980
27,150
17,060
126,560
3,140
132,310
13,280
13,700
10240
100,000

417,610

502,900
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5.2. Bank stabilisation
Revegetation with plants is the best option for riverbank stabilisation, especially following willow
removal. When riverbanks are too unstable to support vegetation, there are a number of other
management techniques are available to help secure and protect them. Rock gabions, placement of
large rocks and hardwood poles along eroded banks to deflect the force of water on unstable banks
can all be effective. Accessing expert advice is highly recommended before considering these types of
works. The highest priority areas that require non-revegetation options are costed in Table 2. These
are based on vulnerable areas of riverbank identified as high priority for stabilisation during the
survey. It is likely that other vulnerable areas will be revealed during willow control works. A survey
for these unstable areas should be undertaken following willow removal works. These areas require
revegetation once stabilised with rock and/or hardwood. This is costed in Table 3.
Table 2 Estimated high priority bank stabilisation costs for the Lachlan River.
River section between bridges
Before Timbs Rd Bridge
1-2. Timbs Rd - Lachlan Rd.
2-3. Lachlan Rd – Williams Rd
3-4. Williams Rd - Hydehurst Rd
4-5. Hydehurst Rd- Illa Brook Rd.
5-6. Illa Brook Rd – Moores Rd.
6-7. Moores Rd - Lachlan Rd.
7-8. Lachlan Rd-Humphries St
8-9. Humphries St- The Avenue
9.-10. The Avenue – Hobart Rd
Hobart Rd Bridge – Derwent River

Total cost ($)

Costs ($)
9,000
18,000
20,000

1,000

48,000
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5.2.1. Revegetation
Revegetation with fast growing native plants that are naturally found on riverbanks such as
blackwoods and tea trees should follow willow removal, especially in areas that lack native vegetation
on riverbanks. When machines have been used for willow removal and there has been ground
disturbance, sowing with perennial grasses can help to quickly bind the soil on banks. As the stretch of
the Lachlan River that requires willow removal is highly modified, fast introduced growing grasses
such as cocksfoot, rye and phalaris can be used. Table 3 outlines the reach-based costings for
revegetation associated with removal of dense willow infestations, where little native vegetation
would remain after removal. It also includes costs for revegetation of areas where rock stabilisation
works have been undertaken or are proposed and require revegetation to further stabilise banks.
These works are considered the highest priority.

Table 3 Estimated revegetation costs for the Lachlan River.

River section between
bridges

Costs ($)
revegetation
highest priority
willow works

Before Timbs Rd Bridge
1-2. Timbs Rd - Lachlan Rd.
2-3. Lachlan Rd – Williams Rd
3-4. Williams Rd - Hydenhurst
Rd
4-5. Hydenhurst Rd- Illa Brook
Rd.
5-6. Illa Brook Rd – Moores Rd.
6-7. Moores Rd - Lachlan Rd.
7-8. Lachlan Rd-Humphries St
8-9. Humphries St- The Avenue
9.-10. The Avenue – Hobart Rd
Hobart Rd Bridge – Derwent
River
Tributaries and old channels

6,600

Total cost ($)

9,300

Costs ($)
revegetation
lowest priority
willow works

Costs ($) for
revegetation
following
rock
stabilisation Total Cost
works
($)

300

900
9,600

2,000

0
900
11,900

400

4,000

5,000

9,400

300

2,000
4,500
800
19000
4,000

1,700

5,000

500
4,500
4,900

54,200

2,000
16,100
800
19,300
4,000
2,200
4,500
4,900

12,500

76,000
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6. Action Plan
The actions required to implement this plan are scheduled and costed in Table 4. The total cost for the full implementation of this plan is $1,266,900 and
includes eradication of willow infestation from the Lachlan River. Significant improvements in flood resilience can be made by focusing high priority actions
for reduced costs, however without eradication of willows follow up willow control will be an on-going action.
Table 4 Scheduling and costing of actions required to improve the flood resilience of the Lachlan River.
Action
Action 1. Primary
willow control

Action 2. Follow up
willow control
Action 3. Bank
stabilisation

Action 4. Survey of
additional banks
stabilisation works
required post willow
removal
Action 5. Additional
banks stabilisation

Action 6. Revegetation

Year 1
High
priority
works in
Table 1
($66,090)

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Medium
priority
works in
Table 1
($19,200)

Lowest
priority
works in
Table 1
($317,610)

Willow
control in
tributaries
($100,000)

$20,000

$20,000

$100,000

Year 5

Year 6

Year 7

Year 8

Year 9

Year 10

Total cost
($) by
Action
$502,900

$100,000

High
priority
works
($48,000)

$100,000

$50,000

$50,000

$440,000

$48,000

$5,000

$5,000

$5,000

$5,000

To be
costed as
part of
Action 4
High
priority
works in
Table 3
($21,800)

To be
costed as
part of
Action 4

To be costed
as part of
Action 4

To be
costed as
part of
Action 4

Lowest
priority
works in
Table 3
($54,200)

$20,000

To be
costed as
part of
Action 4

To be
costed as
part of
Action 4

$76,000
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Action
Action 7. Revegetation
maintenance
Action 8. Work with
landholders to manage
poplar plantings on
riverbanks
Action 9. Work with
landholders to improve
riverbank practice and
restore areas with
damaging bank
modifications
Action 10. Monitoring
restoration works
Action 11. Community
report on the resilience
of the Lachlan River
Total Costs

Year 1

Year 2

$5,000

$20,000

$10,000

$30,000

$2,500

$143,090

Year 3

$61,700

Year 4

$20,000

$10,000

Year 6

$5,000

Year 7

$5,000

Year 8

Year 9

Year 10

$5,000

Total cost
($) by
Action
$70,000

$40,000

$10,000

$30,000

$2,500

$2,500

$507,710

Year 5

$257,500

$40,000

$2,500

$112,500

$2,500

$107,500

$2,500

$57,500

$2,500

$57,500

$2,500

$2,500

$20,000
$10,000

$10,000

$10,000

$1,266,900
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7. Further information
For further information to support building flood resilience
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Derwent Catchment Project – Short flood support videos https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCQgIMcC7dqKVpp19CMOupnA
Derwent Catchment Project – Flood support information pages –
https://www.derwentcatchment.org/programs/floods-river-restoration/
Environment Defenders Office Tasmania – Working near waterways, accessed from:
Environment Defenders Office Tasmania – Environmental law handbook
Tasmanian Department of Primary Industries, Parks, Water and Environment (DPIPWE) –
Stock and waterways: A manager’s guide
DPIPWE – Managing rivers and streams in Tasmania
DPIPWE – Information on how to identify and control invasive weeds
DPIPWE – Tasmanian bushcare toolkit: A guide to managing and conserving the bushland on
your property
Victorian Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning– Guidelines for riparian
fencing in flood-prone areas
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